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productive projects | The Science
Fair is full of knowledge and

adventure. Trevor Nichols did an
experiment to see how many people

coughed correctly and how the
pandemic affected people's outlook

on spreading germs. "I could've
done better on my presentation, but

I think I did pretty great overall,"
Trevor commented.

science success

action and reaction | The Science
Fair is one of the best places to learn

more about the way our world
works and communicates. Michaela

Godfrey compared plants from a
public and non-public area for her

science project. "I would definitely
recommend this to other students
because you get to learn all of the

fun stuff that goes into science,"
Michaela exclaimed.

Kinsley Palmer

dress outside the box | Spirit Week is a good
time to show your personality. Audrey Saenz

dressed up for all of the days of spirit week, her
favorite being the White Lie Day or dressing up
as your favorite holiday character. "I really like

dressing up for spirit week because I get to
express my personality in an outfit, and Spirit

Week is really fun," Audrey stated.

all for the spirit | The holiday
Spirit Week is filled with costumes,

fun, and laughter. Emily Neptune
really liked  White Lie Day. She

dressed up with her friend, Kinsley
Palmer. "I liked all of the days, but

some of them were pretty hard to
dress up for," Emily stated.

Kinsley Palmer

the spiritis high

Kylee Reed
Ruby Hollifield
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shoot for the stars | Intro to
Business is an important class
that teaches a variety of skills
like marketing, advertising, and
sales. The class runs a fair that
allows students to showcase
their unique businesses. They
can either make items or buy
items to sell at the fair. This is a
fun project with great learning
opportunities. Reyah O'Neill
sold tea for her business. "The
fair was pretty fun. I got to
make and sell products for a
business I made. If I had
another chance to make
another business, I would do
this again," Reyah exclaimed.

all isbright

Eliana Huang
Scarlette Jensen

Melina Stearns

back to business

tune in |  The City of
Westminster hosted a tree
lighting ceremony. Chelsea
Byrd took part in this
experience by playing in the
band. Band offers the
opportunity to learn and
perform new instruments.
Ava Swartzendruber played
clarinet at the performance.
"I loved it because I was
playing for the community,"
stated Ava.

just dance | In addition to
the outstanding band
performance, Caidence
Hodges and Sarah
Otterstetter showcased
their baton talents at the
tree lighting ceremony.
The girls twirled
amazingly, wowing the
audience. "I think there's
some pretty cool stuff here,
it would be fun to do this
again," Sarah stated.
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